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Adam Smith and the rights of the dead

Alan Lopez

‘I have so much to do—
And yet—Existence—some way back—
Stopped—struck—my ticking—through—’

Emily Dickinson

I

Immanuel Kant tells us in his ‘Third Definitive Article for a Perpetual Peace’ [1795] that the Earth is property shared by all human beings (Kant 1983: para. 358). This argument follows Kant’s plea for what he calls a ‘cosmopolitan right…of universal hospitality’ (ibid., emphasis in original).1 It is the idea that we have a ‘right to visit, to associate’, indeed, to ‘belong’, based on ‘our common ownership of the earth’s surface’ (ibid.). What is notable about Kant’s argument for hospitality is that, although originally genetic, in the sense that this right to hospitality is derived from the fact that ‘originally no one had a greater right to any region of the earth than anyone else’, it becomes clear that Kant’s reasons are not simply structural, but ethical (ibid.).2 Owing to the fact that we share this ‘earth’ which ‘is a globe, [we] cannot scatter ourselves infinitely’, must, finally, ‘tolerate living in close proximity’ (ibid.).3 It is this idea of toleration to which John Locke appeals in his earlier Letter Concerning Toleration [1689], which is not that we should tolerate the conditions in which we live, against which in some instances Locke argues, but that we should tolerate and indeed respect others’ rights to be.4 Locke’s is a noble aim, but one that becomes troubled once we recall that we all share this globe. Kant strengthens Locke’s claim by arguing that the argument for hospitality should rest not upon moral whim,4 which in Locke allows refusal of toleration to certain groups, but upon this shared right to the earth, what Kant in his Metaphysics of Morals, only two years after ‘Perpetual Peace’, will call ‘[t]his rational idea of a peaceful [1797], even if not friendly, thoroughgoing community of all nations on the earth…a principle having to do with rights’ (Kant 1998: 6: 352; emphasis in original).

But while it is one thing to say we share the earth with one other, what does it mean to say we share the earth with the dead?5 This is the question that Adam
Smith asks in his *Lectures on Jurisprudence*. How 'sacred' should we consider the will of the dead, let alone the 'Will of a dead Friend'? (Corr. Letter 156 from Hume, 3 May 1776). In determining 'how far the right of the dead might extend,' if indeed 'they have any at all', hence in asking '[w]hat obligation [a]...community [is] under to observe the directions he made concerning his goods' (LJ(A) i.150), Smith anticipates Kant's hospitality, (Smith 1982: LJ(B), para. 169) since in Smith's view this question of obligation can be answered only by answering the even more fundamental question of who counts, as in who counts as 'subjects of a state' (LJ(B), para. 86). One drawback of Kant's right of hospitality is that, despite the wide reach he reserves for equality and the sharing of the earth, the right itself is quite narrow, consisting only of 'the right of a alien not to be treated as an enemy upon his arrival in another's country' (Kant 1983: para. 358). This is notable in its contradistinction to Kant's earlier insistence, in 'Theory and Practice' [1793], that all individuals possess these rights, those of 'equality' and 'freedom' and 'independence', 'a priori', simply by virtue of our being 'a human being' (Kant 1983: para. 290; emphasis in original), as in 'a being who is in general capable of having rights' (para. 291). Although Kant says that we possess these rights owing to our shared humanity, he also says they are enforceable only to the extent that we are 'a member of the commonwealth' (para. 291). It is only in civil society where these rights are secured and their exercise guaranteed, since it is only in civil society where observation of them can be enforced through what Kant calls 'coercion' (para. 290), thus 'public law' (para. 292). So, for Kant, determining the reach of these inalienable rights, let alone a right of hospitality, similarly becomes a question of who counts as a citizen of the state. Are the dead citizens of the state? If Kant's is our criterion, the dead would seem to have three strikes against them. As Patrick R. Frierson observes, '[t]he dead are not human, not sentient, and not even living' (Frierson 2006: 453). Where, then, does this leave the dead?

Smith insists that the dead have rights, just not of the rational sort identified by Kant; the dead possess what Smith more modestly calls a right to 'piety', known in the ecclesial vernacular as 'a reverence for the will of the dead', the sense 'that the will of the deceased with respect to his goods or heirs should be observed' (LJ(A) i.161). Smith soon enough moves away from this ecclesiastical foundation in his account of the rights of the dead, loosening the impersonal language of 'should' to the somewhat more convivial and inviting 'regard we all naturally have to the will of a dying person' (LJ(A) i.150), the 'pleasure' '[w]e naturally find...in remembering the last words of a friend and in executing his last injunctions' (LJ(B) para. 165). But the point is the same, and it turns on Smith's language of 'last words' and 'last injunctions'. We 'regard' this last request (para. 165), according to Smith, what he earlier calls 'the right we conceive men to have to dispose of their goods after their death' (LJ(A) i.149), not so much because this is 'a piece of piety not to be dispensed with' (i.161), which, while true in some respects, suggests a kind of relenting in favor of avoiding punishment to ourselves, but rather owing to the 'impious and indeed 'injury' we 'conceive [would] be done to the dead person' were we 'not to comply with [their] desire' (LJ(B) para. 165), in this instance that slight acknowledgment, itself the basis of testamentary succession at all, that 'the heir of blood is not always thought the preferable one' (LJ(B) para. 156). The novelty of Smith's account of succession, meaning most simply his 'found[ing] it 'on piety and affection to the dead' (para. 89), lies in the very creative way this wrests the right from any jurisprudential foundation. And which is where this right of the dead becomes interesting, hence a matter of jurisprudence, which is when its extension infringes upon the rights of those who are properly subjects of the state — those of the living. And since we are dealing with 'animinised bodies' (Smith 1982 TMS: I.1.13), when we refer to any acts of infringment, from dead to living, we naturally mean those rights possessed when the deceased was alive, what Jean Barbevray, in his commentary on Samuel Pufendorf's *Of the Law of Nature and Nations* [1705], calls our appeal to that right that we might have the 'liberty' to 'dispose of [our] Goods at [our] Death', the liberty to 'leave them to such Persons as [we] love' (Pufendorf 1749: 420 n. 2). These are thus the rights of testamentary succession, or those rights, entailing, belonging to what Smith calls '[t]he greatest of all extensions of property' (LJ(B), para. 166). To the extent that we do wish to observe the rights of the dead, what Pufendorf ginerally interprets as the 'Management of what belong'd to the dead', our 'Care of [those]...who are no longer Members of human society' (1749: 420), how far may we extend these rights, the rights of those 'reckon'd as no body in civil Consideration' (418), without infringing upon the rights of those who are, or those of the living? Which is the question: what are the demands the dead may make upon the living?

II

While nowadays testamentary succession is an accepted practice with little fanfare, although gifts bequeathed to universities can be of note, and one has usually heard a story of an individual leaving their estate to beloved family pets, this normalcy was not the case for Adam Smith (Friedman 2009: 75–76). Smith saw as a real challenge the possibility of testamentary succession at all, let alone the question of how far it may reasonably extend, putting it plainly: 'There is no point more difficult to account for than the right we conceive men to have to dispose of their goods after their death. For at what time is it that this right takes place?' (LJ(A) i.149). To be fair, the question mark is mine; Smith is not asking a question, to which he already knows the answer, so much as expressing incredulity at the point when this right is understood to take place, which, as he tells us, is '[j]ust at the very time that the person ceases (to have?) the power of disposing of them' (ibid.). This is where Smith's real questions begin. On the one hand, it makes sense why testamentary succession, what Smith calls 'the testamentary heir[s]...claim or right to any of the testators goods', takes place when it does, which, as Smith explains, is not 'until the moment that he is dead; for till that time he can not even have any reasonable expectation of his possessing them, as the testator may alter his inclination' (ibid.). But then what interests Smith is not the heir's right to the property, but that moment in which the testator transfers possession of this right, which happens to be the same time the testator 'ceases to have the power of disposing of [property]'.
As living and breathing persons, we all possess what Smith calls a natural right 'to dispose of our property while [we] live' (LJ(B), para. 164). But this 'power of disposing of our goods' (LJ(A) i.149), what Samuel Pufendorf (1749: 418) calls the 'transferring of Right from one to another Person', does 'suppose the existence of the two Parties at the time of its Date; so that henceforward the thing may be said to be estrang’d from him who thus transferr’d it' (418). This is what Pufendorf means by 'alienation' (418), Smith by disposal of our property, both of which become, in the vernacular of 'transfer[ence] of things by Testament', and here Pufendorf appeals to Hugo Grotius' Rights of War and Peace [1625], 'the Alienation of a whole Estate in the case of Death' (418; emphasis in original). It is here where for Smith this right of property is undone, which is when it attempts to explain those matters, 'On account of Death', where 'things are convey’d from one Person to another' (418). '[S]o long as he draws Breath', Pufendorf tells us, the dying, the 'testator', retains a full and absolute Right to all his Goods, without the least Diminution' (418). This right is what we appeal to 'in every Act of Alienation', as in those acts, qua alienation, consisting of 'two Parties in join[ed] Consent[s], the one from whom, and the other to whom the thing is transfer’d' (418). Yet 'these Consent[s]', which that 'unit[es]' us 'by [our] conspiring, as it were, together at the same time,' additionally suppose that a transfer can, indeed, 'be made at that time' (418), what Barbevray calls the right's 'depend[ence]…upon the mutual Consent of Parties' (418 n. 1). This is complicated somewhat if the time in this instance refers to 'that time, when in respect of the Party who should alienate, nothing can be call’d his own or another’s' (418). Yet it is just this time to which testamentary succession refers, what Pufendorf calls our 'Moment of…Death', or that moment we 'loseth immediately all the Right [we] held whilst alive' (418), and so what Smith himself refers to when he asks, in his jurisprudence lectures, 'how is it that a man comes to have a power of disposing as he pleases of his goods after his death' (LJ(A) i.149–150). This, for Smith, is the stumbling block to testamentary succession, and the difference between it and 'legal succession' (LJ(B), para. 155). The testator cannot be said to transfer his right, for the heir has no right in consequence of the testament till after the testator himself have 'died' (para. 164). By what means, then, does such a thing take place, where one of the parties, dead, does what, 'properly speaking', one should have no right to do? (ibid.)

The idea behind testamentary succession, as in it takes place when we 'have nothing to do with the things of this World', 'only when we are not in a condition to make it of Force [ourselves]', is the assumption of what Jean Barbevray calls the 'reasonable' '[m]an' (Pufendorf 1749: 420 n. 2). Pufendorf reminds us that '[a]lienation begins with the acceptance as sincere the Declarations of a[nother’s] Intentions' (419), as in a promise to alienate property, to borrow Hugo Grotius' language, becomes 'mutual[y] Oblig[ing]' once 'it is…accepted', or 'Acceptance…be signified to the Promisor' (Grotius 2005: 720). Alienation is thus not quite the idea that by simply declaring my intention to transfer I thereby do transfer my property into another's possession, as if without the chance to 'recall' my intentions (Pufendorf 1749: 419). I certainly can recall my intentions, as Grotius for instance tells us, so long as the revoking is done before such acceptance is signified, hence 'before it...obtain[s] its full Effect' (Grotius: 720). But for all intents and purposes, this declared intent to alienate creates what Smith will later call 'a reasonable ground of expectation' in the promissary (LJ(A) ii.56). On account of my acceptance of another's declared intention to alienate, as in my saying or signifying, 'This Engagement shall stand good, if it be accepted;... This shall stand good, if I understand that it is accepted' (Grotius: 720; emphasis in original), I thereby 'transfer such a Right on the Person towards whom it is directed, that it shall not be disannull’d at the bare Pleasure of the Alienator [myself]' (Pufendorf 1749: 419). This is how alienation works amongst the living: the acceptance as 'valid' (Grotius: 720) one's expressed 'Intent thereby to transfer a proper Right to another' (708), an intent which, once accepted, puts on the promisor an 'Obligation' to deliver, and, on the promise, a 'Right' to demand that delivery (Pufendorf 1749: 419). It becomes clear what would happen if accepted intent did not, in fact, transfer a right to another: the loss of any 'contracted' 'Obligation' to transfer, nor 'acquir[ition] of any Right' to demand transfer (419). Yet this is the situation in which testator and heir find themselves, a Carrollean 'Promise' understood as, 'You shall have, one time or another, somewhat which I now possess, provided you don’t displeased me in the mean while; but then you shall have no Right to hinder me from being displeas’d at any time when I think fit, or without any manner of Reason' (419; emphasis in original). It is the dying's will, or what Barbevray calls that 'great Difference between an Alienation by Will, and a bare verbal Declaration of a present Design to give something one time or another, to a certain Person' (418 n. 1). Because the heir's right to the testator's property does not 'commenceth' until 'at the Testator's Death', the heir 'has not, before that Moment, any Right which can be said to depend on the Death of the Party as on a Condition' (419). Since this is our last will and testament, or what 'is mutable and revocable at our Pleasure', it is a document which only becomes a 'full and perfect Right against' us and our words when we similarly cease to have any possession of either (419; emphasis in original). This is why we can declare an intent to transfer without therefore transferring any right against ourselves, since so long as we do live we never lose this right as testator, as in '[that] most absolute Right of possessing and enjoying our Property' while we live (419), which most simply is this right to say, until we can say no more, that 'perhaps the first Opinion was the better' (Grotius: 703). As this is our will, we 'may', if we so choose, 'alienate our Goods' to another, 'or [even] strike out those who at present stand Heirs' (Pufendorf 1749: 419), and this, this literal retraction of our declared intent, our 'revok[ing] of the Will' (418 n. 1), 'without any Possibility of Redress' (419), hence 'without the least Diminution' of possession of our goods (419). This is Barbevray's 'reasonable man'; it is the assumption that 'no Man Should tie his own Hands', as in do in life what 'Death alone should [do]' (423 n. 3), what Barbevray calls this transfer of the 'Power of disposing of our Goods in case of Death' (420 n. 2). For bind our hands is what we would do if we ourselves did transfer this right, which is give to the heir that 'full and irrevocable Right' (418 n. 1) to what we ourselves, 'whilst we live' (419), 'have Power to enjoy' (418 n. 1), hence to 'revo[ke] at our Pleasure' (419; emphasis in original).
Smith’s answer, as we saw earlier, lies not in the dead’s transference of a right, properly speaking, but in the more simple observance of this ‘period’ itself, the moment of our last words, what Smith calls ‘[t]hat period...of so momentous a nature that every thing that is connected with it seems to be so also’ (LJ(A) i.150). Smith pauses for some time before this moment, explaining his rest by insisting that is when “[t]he advice, the commands, and even the very fooleries of the dying have more effect on us than things of the same nature would have had at any other period’ (ibid). In gathering up within ourselves the advice, the commands, and even the fooleries of the dying person, dramatized by Smith as ‘a man on his death bed call[ing] his friends together and entreat[ing], beseech[ing], and conjure[ing] them to dispose of his goods in such or such a manner’, we find ourselves, ‘as it were, forced by our piety to the deceased person to dispose of his goods as he desired; [we] imagine what he would think were we to see [us] disposing of them in a manner contrary to what they were so solemnly intreated’, as ‘if’, for instance, ‘he should look up from the grave and see things going contrary to what he had enjoined’, and that it is out of these imaginative considerations, our supposing what our friend, ‘if he was then alive’, would feel if he saw things going differently than so intreated, that we aim, as far as we can, to ‘dispose of his goods as he desired’ (LJ(A) i.151). Although the act is ‘illus[ory], an instance of ‘fancy’, yet this way we, seemingly quite ‘naturally’ (TMS i.i.1.13), ‘chang[e] places in fancy with the sufferer’ (i.i.1.3), assume as ours their ‘distress...regret...love, and...lamentations’ (i.i.2.1), is why, Smith insists, we sympathize, and so why, finally, ‘We sympathize even with the dead’ (TMS i.i.1.13).

Smith is drawing upon imagery in a passage of his in Theory of Moral Sentiments, three years before delivery of these 1762–63 lectures on jurisprudence. Smith returns to the passage, in Moral Sentiments, in his even later 1766 jurisprudence lectures. Although Smith composes the first edition of Moral Sentiments seven years before his 1766 jurisprudence lectures, his is a fondness for Moral Sentiments’ imagery of death, since we see this imagery in his later lectures on jurisprudence. Although we know we are reading of our piety for the dead, in Smith’s lectures, yet we find ourselves drawn back to Moral Sentiments, the difference between our present piety for the dead and our earlier sympathy for the dead just so small: that we ‘enter as it were into his dead body, and conceive what our living souls would feel if they were joined with his body, and how much we would be distressed to see our last injunctions not performed’ (LJ(B), para. 165).

And, indeed, the two definitions are close. In Moral Sentiments Smith touches death with a light, and most general hand; what we sympathize with, in our sympathy with the dead, is the ‘dread of death’ (TMS i.i.1.13): to be no more thought of in this world, but to be obliterated, in a little time, from the affections, and almost from the memory, of...dearest friends and relations’ (i.i.1.13). In his lectures on jurisprudence, though, Smith’s touch is all the more acute. What in earlier Moral Sentiments is an impersonal ‘dread of death’, and impersonal because it is not loss as such we dread as its certitude, becomes in the lectures the loss that can only come from ‘dearest friends and relations’; that in our last attempt to stave off death, we would be thwarted, and not by death, but by these same friends. We read, for instance, of the ‘distress’ we should feel in seeing ‘our last injunctions not performed’, yet also the ‘impiety’ and ‘injury’ (LJ(B), para. 165), and this because these ‘last injunctions’ happen to be our last will and testament. Although Smith draws no further connection to the paragraph in Moral Sentiments, beyond this borrowing of imagery, it is the paragraph we nevertheless find ourselves before as we read its counterpart in his 1766 lectures on jurisprudence. While perhaps unintended by Smith, his arrangement of these passages, in Moral Sentiments, 1766 jurisprudence lectures, reveals a larger argument on what for Smith we ‘dread’ in our ‘dread of death’, which is not our loss from the world, but loss of our place in the ‘affections’ and ‘memory’ of loved ones still in the world. When Smith writes of the ‘injury’ we should imagine in seeing our goods ‘dispos[ed]...in a manner contrary to what they were so solemnly intreated’; hence, when he writes of ‘how much we would be distressed to see our last injunctions not performed’, we return to that passage in Moral Sentiments, and this because the injury Smith refers to is that imagined absence of affection found in Moral Sentiments, the idea that if we find ‘our last injunctions not performed’, it is owing, indeed, to that ‘so dreadful a calamity’ (TMS i.i.1.13), our having been ‘forgotten by everybody’ (I.i.1.13). When present, these are the memories by which a friend assumes as theirs our ‘distress...regRET...and...lamentations’, and so carries on, as if their own, our last injunctions. Hence, they are the memories, when absent, which find us before the contrary, the realization, as we look from our grave, that what we had ‘intended’, as ‘our last Appointment’, ‘should be intended in vain’ (Pufendorf 1749: 424). Yet, we do extend our hands, and so, in turn, extend the hands of another, even those whom ‘Death [has] remove[d]...from all Concerns’ (420), since this imagined ‘misery’ (TMS i.i.1.1), this ‘awful futurity’ (I.i.1.13), however much ‘but a Fiction of the mind’ (Hobbes, 2003: 16), is ourselves ‘shut out from life and conversation’ (TMS i.i.1.13). But if ‘piety is why ‘we [allow] prefer[ence] for] the person made heir in the testament to the heir at law if he has one’ (LJ(A) i.150), why we are ‘enclined...to extend property a little farther than a man’s lifetime’ (LJ(B), para. 165), what do we make of that ‘extension of property’ (para. 168) belonging to entails, that ‘extension of...power’ which asks our piety ‘to the end of the world’? (para. 166)?

III

What Smith refers to as ‘entails’ is an ecclesial tradition, after testamentary succession, that enables the dying to restrict the manner in which their property is succeeded and divided by will (LJ(B), para. 167). Smith refers to entails in a few places in his works, though is arguably most clear in Wealth of Nations, published a decade after delivery of his 1766 lectures on jurisprudence (1776), where he describes entails as the natural consequences of the laws of primogeniture. They were first introduced to preserve a certain lineal succession, of which the law of primogeniture first gave the idea, and to hinder any part of the original estate
from being carried out of the proposed line either by gift, or devise, or alienation; either by folly, or by the misfortune of any of its successive owners. (Smith 1981: i. 3, ch. 2: 384)

Smith’s foreboding language gives us some idea why he reserves for entails the designation of ‘greatest of all extensions of property’. On the one hand, entails are similar to normal, testamentary succession; they allow us to place limits on the succession of our goods and property, limits referring to specific heirs.26 On its face this is innocent enough, and indeed Smith has no qualms in reserving the dying a right to choose their heirs. What troubles Smith, and so where in his mind entails move beyond testamentary succession, is in the incredible reach they allow the dying to restrict this manner of succession, as in this right to insist ‘that all gifts of the testator should be valid in the very manner he appointed, and that no one of the heirs [can] alienate what was entailed to his heirs’ (LJ(A) i.163). It is the idea that, to comply with our dying wishes, for instance that our property continue indefinitely and continue exclusively through several generations of sons or daughters, so must we retain this right to forbid any heirs, even the children themselves, from alienating our property.27 Such a move would violate the intent of our original will to include only lineal sons or daughters, assuming their presence, hence break the stipulated chain of succession.28 The real purpose for entailing a will becomes clear: to ensure indefinite possession of one’s property. Smith, to his credit, observes that ‘there can be nothing more absurd than this custom of entails’ (LJ(A) i.164). Now, it is again no infringement on our ‘reason’ or ‘piety’ to insist ‘[t]hat a man should have the power of determining what shall be done with his goods after his death’ (ibid.). This, after all, as Smith explains, is the ‘foundation of testamentary succession’, the idea that ‘property [should] extend a little farther than a man’s lifetime’ (LJ(B), para. 165). Where for Smith problems emerge, and why in the end he calls entails, together with the right of primogeniture, an ‘unnatural right’ (LJ(A) i.1), is in this notion that the dying ‘should have the power of determining how they shall dispose of it, and so on in infinitum’, which, as Smith insists, ‘has no foundation in this piety and is the most absurd thing in the world’ ((LJ(A) i.164).30

What troubles Smith about entails is how they undermine the simplest of all our maxims, which is ‘that the earth is the property of each generation’ (LJ(A) i.164). Common sense tells us that each generation has the same rights to property as those before or after it, as in the notion that no ‘preceding [generation] can have [a] right to bind it up [the earth] from posterity’ (LJ(B), para. 168).31 With the introduction of entails, we find ourselves confronted with a new world view. Now we may reserve for ourselves the right to ‘restrict’ any generation’s subsequent ‘use’ of our property (LJ(A) i.164). The problems this opens up are many, but one interests us in particular: the erasure of this distinction between past, present, and future possession of property. Once one entails a will, it is no longer possible to distinguish between what is ‘altogether’ the property of our ‘predecessors’ and what is the property of ‘our[s]’, since there is no longer a distinction between the two (ibid.). Such distinctions require not only acknowledgment of the passage of property from one set of hands to another, but a temporal marking of each successive generation’s ownership of that property. Entails work by removing these limitations of finitude. But in so doing, entails remove what constitutes our shared humanity as human beings, which is our shared mortality. By ‘mortality’, I mean not that we do not go on forever, which is more of a structural argument, but rather the responsibility that follows therefrom: that as finite beings on a finite surface we share an obligation to respect the property and rights of others, as in the responsibility to acknowledge our finitude, but also the consequent finitude of any claims of ours to possession of property.2 This is obviously incompatible with the logic of entails. It is this ‘absurd[ity]’ Smith refers to when he describes the power of entails as akin to saying ‘that our ancestors who lived 500 years ago should have had the power of disposing of all lands at this time’, where what we have before us, as Jacques Derrida explains, is a ‘conjunction of singularities that partake of, and in the future will continue to partake of, the same date’ (Derrida 2005: 32; emphasis in original). Entails threaten humanity by indefinitely preserving it.33

Owing to this fatal sense of loss, which is the loss of the right to declare ourselves autonomous persons, the question inevitably presents itself: ‘to find at what period we are to put an end to the power we have granted a dying person of disposing of his goods’ (LJ(A) i.165). But nor is there an easy solution. While we might agree that entails allow the dying too much control in posterity, this does not address the more fundamental problem presented by entails, which is identifying an ‘evidence time at which this should cease’ (ibid.). Smith, however, does arrive at a solution, which returns us to our shared mortality. ‘The best rule seems to be’, Smith explains, ‘that we should permit the dying person to dispose of his goods as far as he sees, that is, to settle how it shall be divided amongst those who are alive at the same time with him’ (ibid.). In answering the question of where to draw the line in extending succession, Smith returns us to our mortality, to the fact that we cannot indefinitely extend our hand. But in asking us to consider our finitude, so does Smith return us to our piety. It is our piety to which Smith appeals when he explains why the dying person’s property ought to be divided in this way, between those with whom he lived, since it is with these people that ‘he may have contracted some affection’ (ibid.). This shared affection is what for Smith we appeal to when we say that a dying person has the right to ‘settle the succession amongst them’ (ibid.). But it is also what for Smith we appeal to when we say that there should be a limit to entails. As it makes sense to limit the powers of entails to those with whom we have shared affection, so is it similarly owing to this logic of mortality that Smith finds it troubling to extend them beyond this point of fellow-feeling, such as to persons ‘who are not born’ (ibid.). For the question naturally arises: how do we share ‘affection’ with those from whom there is ‘no affection’ to share? (LJ(A) i.165).

It is our mortality to which we refer when we entail our will. Since we know that we will not live forever but because we wish to preserve in our posterity some semblance of ourselves, as realized, for instance, in our property, so do we place entails on our will; this allows us to retain possession of ourselves through successive generations. But it is also because of this shared mortality that entails
are problematic. In indefinitely securing our rights to our goods and property, we bind the hands of every successive generation to that property. We foreclose anyone else's right to it. This is untenable within this idea that subsequent individuals have the same rights to property and autonomy as the dying did while alive. Our shared mortality, the fact that we do die, addresses the need for a line of demarcation, some understanding that, while in death we acquire this right to extend possession of our property, it is not a right to extend that possession indefinitely, as in to the point that we infringe upon another's own right to own property. The question before Smith is thus one of how far, as in how far the dead may extend their possession of property. It is a question whose answer for Smith returns us to our piety, as in how far we may reasonably permit the dead, on account of our 'reverence' (LJ(A) i.161) for their will, imagined pain to ourselves, to extend their fellow-feeling towards others. And Smith's answer is only as far as those with whom the dead, indeed, has shared 'some' affection, hence shared the same time in life. Beyond this, Smith insists, hence beyond '[t]he utmost stretch of [their] own mortality, affection 'can not reasonably extend' (LJ(A) i.166). Although piety for the dead's wishes obliges us to extend their affections, hence possession of property, beyond their own lifetimes, it is sympathetic with the living's which asks that we limit the reach of that possession, a limit which in Smith's hands becomes no further than those with whom the dead could have shared time and affection, as in no further than ourselves, those who would yet possess a 'fresh' 'memory' of the dead in their 'mind' (LJ(B), para. 168).

Francis Hutcheson reminds us that a contract is a contract insofar as there is '[t]he consent of both parties, of the receiver as well as the giver' (Hutcheson 2007: 161), what Hugo Grotius describes as 'some sufficient Sign to testify to the Consent of the Will' (Grotius 2005: 717). Hutcheson insists that this consent, which 'may sometimes be done by a Nod, but generally by Word of Mouth or Writing' (Grotius: 717), 'is necessary in all translation either of property or any other rights' (Hutcheson: 161). It is what Smith himself calls 'voluntary transference' (LJ(A) ii.1). Though Smith distinguishes this from succession by inheritance, which he calls an 'exclusive privilege', and this owing to the fact that '[t]he heir, previous to any other person, has a privilege of demanding what belonged to the deceased', he does not say this is a strict demarcation (LJ(B), para. 174). Indeed, it is via Smith's language of 'privilege', rather than right, that he identifies a limit to the reach of the legal heir, whose privilege we will recall may be abrogated by the preference of the dying in testamentary succession (para. 149).

Smith's appeal to preference leaves room for alternative measures of property transference, as in voluntary transference. Where this affinity is most close in Smith's attempt to determine the reach of entail, and so property transference more generally, the 'possession' of which, Smith similarly concedes, 'is not so easy to determine' (para. 170). Smith appeals to at least one aspect of voluntary transference in his account of entail, in which Scotland is its 'use' of 'a symbolical delivery' (ibid.). Delightfully reminding us of the beauty of synecdoche, Smith observes: 'An ear or sheaf of corn signifies the whole field, a stone and turf the estate to the center of the earth, and the keys of the door, the house' (ibid.). These figures are similar to Smith's language of shared 'affection'; they stand in for the word, hence the preference, of the dying. Transference, in testamentary succession, is not reducible to the simple matter, as in legal succession, 'of excluding all others from the possession until he [heir] determine in whether he will enter heir or not' (LJ(A) ii.27); this presupposes that at stake in this transference is the blood line rather than what is more correctly the preference of the dying; while this preference, as Smith explains, may certainly include 'our ancestors', or the lineage heir, so may it include 'any other person' (LJ(B), para. 149). But as Smith notes, and so where he runs into trouble in following voluntary transference so closely, this is only delivery, and '[b]esides delivery, a charter or writing shewing on what terms the transference was made is also requisite for security' (para. 170). While one may hold in safe keeping, upon arrival of another, a key, and so in this sense, at least symbolically, indicate a 'design' to transfer this right of property to another, Smith reminds us that 'there is no right without possession', possession which in this case of property is 'shewn', hence 'distinctly signified' and 'secured', only in this shared act of writing, an act unfortunately requiring 'the will' of both, 'transferrer' and 'transferred'. It becomes clear where the entailed will becomes troubled; this condition of mutual consent, what Gershom Carmichael calls 'concurrent consent' (Carmichael 2002: 103), Pufendorf as what 'is usually made known by outward Signs' (Pufendorf 2003: 111; emphasis in original), could not be met if there is no one to reciprocate this consent. Yet this counter-sign is necessary so that there is a contract, a sign, to borrow D. L. Carey Miller's language, 'point[ing] to a mutual intention that ownership should pass' (Miller 1998: 53), and so a sign which would declare that transferrer and transferee indeed shared the same time and affection. It is on the impossibility of this counter-sign, this acceptance of contract, that Smith demarcates the space of the entail, his recognition of what is 'manifestly absurd' in this 'power to dispose of estates for ever', which is the power to do so without consent, the consent, for instance, found in our shared time and affection, and so that consent, figured as those 'principals of testamentary succession', which 'can by no means take place in perpetual entails' (LJ(B), para. 168).

In his reading of Paul Celan's 'Psalm', Jacques Derrida notes that '[t]o address no one is not exactly not to address any one' (Derrida 2005: 42). Although in our moment of death we 'speak to no one' (42), in the sense that those to whom we will speak, the scene, in which we will speak, is yet to arrive, to the extent that we do speak to no one, so do we assume for ourselves the burden, what Derrida calls the 'risk' (42; emphasis in original), of what it means to offer one's piety and blessings to another, this understanding that when it does come our time to bless, or be blessed, 'there might be no one to bless, no one who can bless' (42). Still, we take consolation in this, telling ourselves, perhaps, 'is this not the only chance for blessing', that blessing arrives as 'an act of faith?' (42). 'What would a blessing be,' we might say, 'that was sure of itself?' (42) Faith is for Derrida the possibility of blessing. Derrida appeals to faith, in a manner of speaking, in order to lift the gift, indeed the 'given[ness]' of blessing, above the constraints of '[l]ogic... certitude, [and] dogma' (42; emphasis in original), what Derrida calls those 'contes-
tation[s] in the name of ‘knowledge’, ‘proof’ (82; emphasis in original). Derrida does this that blessing may remain this interaction of ‘someone engag[ing] [oneself] with regard to someone else’, where the only ‘oath’ spoken, an oath, of course, ‘implicit’ (82; emphasis in original), is that this blessing is given as a blessing, as in ‘never assured’, guaranteed, but ‘given’ (42; emphasis in original). But in so doing, so does Derrida ensure that blessing, this ‘act of faith without possible proof’ (83), will always ‘belong to a foreign space’ (82), always this question whether ‘to believe it or not believe it’ (82; emphasis in original). It is the foreignness found in the blessings of the dying. Inasmuch as these blessings are always yet to arrive, in the sense that theirs is that time only after their own, so do they belong to that time which, though we may imaginatively share with another, could never be a time shared in time with another.40 Yet, this is also the only way such a blessing could be given, the ‘word’ (83) of the dead, which, like ‘a token, a symbol, a tressa, a trope, a table, or a code’, but at any rate a ‘word’, ‘circulates’ (40). While this is, on the one hand, the circulation which reveals the word of the dead to be like all other words, as in finite, the finitude, say, which does take the shape of ‘ellipsis, discontinuity, caesura, or discretion’ (40), so is it, on the other, that circulation which reveals the word of the dead to be unlike any other word.41 Although all words are given as an ‘opened…word’ (60), the openness by which they are put into motion as words, the word of the dead, by contrast, ‘is, above all, opened’ (60), the acknowledgment, ours, that our final words can only be a question.42
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Notes

1 For a lucid account of Kant’s political philosophy, see Ripstein (2009).
2 See Seyla Benhabib’s disagreement with Jeremy Waldron on this point (Benhabib 2006: 41 n. 16).
3 Locke 1993: 127; Locke 2010: 57.
4 On consent in Locke, see Simmons 1993, especially: 147–192.
5 Locke denies toleration to atheists (Locke 2010: 52–53).
6 I gratefully acknowledge Niamh Reilly’s ‘Cosmopolitan Feminism and Human Rights’ for helping me to ground this discussion (Reilly 2007).
7 Ironically, Smith himself would not honor Hume’s last request (Corr. Letter 172 from Smith to William Strahan, 5 September 1776).
8 I am additionally drawing upon Jeremy Waldron’s observation ‘that the principle requiring hospitality more or less exhausts the content of cosmopolitan right’ (Benhabib 2006: 88).
9 In US law, three strikes, or three felonies, are grounds for indefinitely being put ‘behind bars’ (Kant 1983: ‘Perpetual Peace’, para. 376).
10 Although chronologically Smith’s position here, in his 1762–1763 lectures on jurisprudence, follows the one he gives a few paragraphs earlier, which does not contain the word ‘should’, and thus would seem the more definitive of the two, it is that previous position and not this one, which shapes my reading of his position on the rights of the dead, since it is that earlier position which is most consistent with his even later claim, in his 1766 lectures on jurisprudence, that what finally ‘found’ (LJ(B), para. 165) testamentary succession is simply our ‘piety and affection to the dead’ (LJ(B), para. 89).
11 My framing of this problem as one of infringement between dead and living draws from Locke’s division between church and state in his Letter Concerning Toleration (Locke 2010: 12, 23, 13, 23). On how Locke ‘violates’ his ‘attempt[ed]…line of demarcation between religion and civil society’ (1), see C. Davis and C. Crockett (2007).
12 Ian Simpson Ross and Charles Griswold, offer persuasive arguments on Smith’s inability to turn his jurisprudence lectures into a book, a struggle, they show us, unfolded by Smith through letters (Ross 2004; Griswold 2006).
13 Legal, in that for Smith testamentary succession ‘is directed [not] by the law…but by the testament or the will of the deceased’ (LJ(A) i.90).
14 Although this is Barbeyrac’s (translated) language, my reading of the ‘reasonable man’ is indebted, admittedly anachronistically, to Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr’s appeal to the term, as in ‘what a man of reasonable prudence would have foreseen’ (Holmes 1991: 54).
15 Pufendorf’s refusal to concede the ‘bare pleasure of the alienator’ as valid justification for breach of a promise is Francis Hutcheson’s later distinction between a lawful and unlawful promise. All things being equal, and thus notwithstanding what Grotius affectionately calls ‘the Promises of Madmen, Idiots, and Infants’ (Grotius 2005: 709), Hutcheson holds that the only sensible reason for which an ‘obligation…can[not] arise from any promise’ is if such a promise ‘violate[s] directly the reverence due to God, or the perfect rights of others…or [...is] what is not committed to our power’ (Hutcheson 2007: 166). Hutcheson’s understanding of ‘alienation’ in promises is helpful in making sense of the distinction between a lawful and unlawful contract. It is an understanding itself indebted to Barbeyrac’s appeal to the term in his commentary in Grotius’ The Rights of War and Peace, which Hutcheson reads. Barbeyrac understands by the term ‘promise’ not ‘purely and simply, that a Man should be obliged to stand to the Performance of all he has promised; but only on a Supposition that he has promised what he had a Power to promise’; or, that ‘we alienate what we have a power to alienate’ (Grotius: 706; 707 n. 7). Grotius refers to Barbeyrac’s definition of alienation in his quoting from Aristotle; it is arguably what Pufendorf and Smith have in mind in treating testamentary succession: that my right to promise my ‘Property’ to another, hence my right to ‘Alienat[e]’ myself from the property, turns on my first having ‘in [my]Self the Power of Alienation’, hence the power of in fact owning the property in the first place (Grotius: 566; emphasis in original).
16 One imagines this spoken by Humpty Dumpty in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass [1871] (Lopez 2004).
17 Appealing to the subsequent reading of the will, after the testator’s death, Barbeyrac notes that this ‘imperfect’ right does not mean ‘that before that [death of testator] ‘tis
a vain Act, and of no Force’, since ‘no other Persons can claim the Goods of the Decessed, until he that is appointed the Heir refuses to inherit’ (Pufendorf 1749: 420 n. 2). Though imperfect until the testator’s death, ‘so long as the Testator has not revoked his Will’, hence ‘change[d] the Legacies he has made of his Goods’, perhaps ‘because he flatters himself that he shall have time enough when he comes to die’, this ‘Right of the Heir continues’ (420 n. 1). But since Barbevyrac is referring to that time after the testator’s death, the point is consistent with Pufendorf’s.

18 My language of ‘binding’ is gratefully indebted to Freda Beckman and Charlie Blake’s ‘Editorial Introduction: Shadows of Cruelty: Sadism, Masochism and the Philosophical Muse – part two’ (Beckman and Blake 2010).

19 Smith here distances himself from Grotius. For Grotius, there is a proper ‘Right of the Deceased’, which ‘is not extinct’ upon the testator’s death, but ‘is continued in the Person of the Heir to whom it devolves’ (Grotius 2005: 684 n. 1). Grotius is referring to linal succession, which he understands as that ‘undoubted Maxim’ ‘[t]hat the Person of the Heir is to be looked upon to be the same as the Person of the Deceased, in regard to the Continuance of Property, either publick or private’ (684). Grotius’ appeal to ‘Continuance’, as in his insistence that the testator’s right to property ‘is not extinct’ but merely ‘continued’, puts him at odds with Smith on succession. In Smith, succession, whether linal or testamentary, is not of ‘continuance’ but of ‘transference’ (LJ(A) ii.1), and this in order to recognize the natural rights possessed by the heir, consent specifically, and autonomy more broadly. It is consent Smith refers to, for instance, when he describes the heir as ‘another’ in relation to the testator, as in ‘another who has the same (? power) of doing with them as (he) pleased as the deceased had’ (LJ(A) i.154). Once we understand the heir as no different than the testator ‘in regard to the Continuance of Property’, as Grotius insists we do, Smith’s position, and succession itself, become impossible. In such a view, Grotius’, it makes no sense to speak of the heir as possessing a right ‘had’ by the deceased, since according to Grotius such a right ‘is not extinct’ at all but ‘continued in the Person of the Heir to whom it devolves’. However, for Smith, it is necessary to recognize an ‘extinct[ion]’ to the linal’s right to property, hence to recognize succession as a matter of transfer rather than continuance, and this because unlimited continuance, as allowed by Grotius’ position, infringes upon the right of successive heirs to choose, giving flight, for instance, to our problem of entails. While we may decide to maintain property in accordance with the wishes of the deceased, so may we not, at least not to the full extent of the dead’s wishes.

20 See, for instance, Ruth A. Miller’s reading of our tendency to ascribe to the deceased the ‘status [of a] dignified, rights-bearing political subject, at the moment that it is disinterred, moved, exposed, burned, or revealed to have decayed’ (Miller 2009: 110).

21 Smith here differs from Pufendorf. While Pufendorf also insists ‘that the Right of the Heir to the respective Goods shall not commence ‘till the Testator’s Decease’, the former of which he lauds as an improvement upon biblical succession wherein ‘the Right immediately pass’d from the Living Parents to the living Children; and the latter were admitted presently, ‘twere, into Possession of the Goods’, Pufendorf nevertheless chastises appeals to limit succession to a time when ‘Persons…seem to have…more than one Foot in the Grave’; this, Pufendorf explains, leaves no room ‘[f]or [that] sudden unforeseen Fate [which] frequently either hurries Men out of the world, or however removes them far from their Friends, so as they want Time or Opportunity to express by Mouth their last Resolution’ (Pufendorf 1749: 422). Although Barbevyrac insists that Pufendorf errs in his account of biblical succession, the idea ‘that the transferring of Property was made among the Living, and, as it were, from hand to hand’ (Pufendorf 2005: 421 n. 1), the same position Smith would develop, I take from Pufendorf his concern for how the dying person delivers those last words, as in what Pufendorf calls the difference between ‘dispos[al] of [one’s] Goods…while…in Ease and Quiet, and Master of a sound and clear Reason’, and disposal of the same ‘when…trembling at [the] last Hour, or when [the] Mind [is] shock’d and weakened by the force of one’s Distemper’ (422). It is the latter position Smith appeals to, as in what for Smith we ourselves appeal to in extending succession beyond the dead. This rests on Smith’s empiricist-based grounding of sympathy, found, for instance, in Smith’s restricting piety, hence succession, ‘to those who are alive at the person’s death’ (in other words, Smith’s assumption that in one’s last hour one would (have time to) gather together one’s closest friends) (LJ(B), para.169).

22 I am gratefully indebted to Henry Sussman, for this language of ‘gathering’ (Sussman 2005: 259). Smith here also anticipates his own last moments (Smith 1980: 327–328).

23 My thinking here is gratefully indebted to Patrick R. Frierson’s insight that ‘Sympathy with the dead is always sympathy of the living’ (Frierson 2006: 454; emphasis in original).

24 My quoting of ‘we…prefer the person made heir’ are the verso notes in LJ(A). See Introduction, 37.


27 Compare with the Abolition of Feudal Tenure Act.

28 For an excellent discussion of entails and primogeniture in the Commonwealth state of Virginia, see Baird (n.d.).

29 This, indeed, was not always the case. Part of Smith’s founding testamentary succession on shared time and affection is the rather unfortunate implication (which I do not pursue here) that ‘this piety to the dead is a pitch of humanity, a refinement on it, which we are not to expect from a people who have not made considerable advances in civilized manners. Accordingly we find that it is pretty late ere it is introduced in most countries’ (LJ(A) i.151–152). In this respect, it is interesting to compare the dead to the eighteenth-century orphan, the latter of whom Cheryl L. Nixon reads as that figure who ‘critiques society’, but also ‘reconstruct[s] it, often representing the moral order that must be brought to society, the family, the self…[a] figure for[cing] the law to articulate its definition of the individual, creating a narrative space [through] which [we] can then interrogate that definition’ (Nixon 2011: 30, 31).

30 For an excellent account of fideicommisses and trusts in Roman law, see Johnston (1988).

31 Compare with Locke’s insistence that one ‘cannot by any compact whatsoever bind his children or posterity’. It is the idea, as A. John Simmons observes, ‘that rights can only be alienated by those who possess them; the consent that transfers rights must be personal consent. Our ancestors or parents cannot bind us by their promises and thus deprive us of our rights’ (Locke quoted in Simmons 1993: 153; emphasis in original).

32 My reading of this logic of finitude in Smith is gratefully indebted to Martin Hägglund’s development of the term in his Radical Atheism: Derrida and the Time of Life (2008).

33 For discussion on the dangers entails pose to humanity, see Walker (1866).

34 Although beyond the scope of this essay, Smith also raises commercial objections to entails and primogeniture; these objections appear prominently in Wealth of Nations, but are ‘hint[ed] at’ in Smith’s earlier 1762–63 lectures on jurisprudence: ‘This right is not only absurd in the highest degree but is also extremely prejudicial to the
community, as it excludes lands entirely from commerce. The interest of the state requires that lands should be as much in commerce as any other goods. Thus the power of making entails entirely excludes' (LJ(A) 1.166). Although Smith brackets an appeal to commercial circulation as independent from a sympathetic one, I have tried to cover both bases with this language of ‘autonomy’, my sense that when Smith declares entails ‘absurd’ for commercial reasons, he is in fact responding out of the same sympathetic ones: imagining the loss of commerce, definitely, but an imagining which is a loss since it is individuals’ loss of autonomy and freedom qua individuals, as individuals with the freedom to (or not to) engage in commerce. While the present essay additionally does not permit space for treatment of Smith’s account of justice in Theory of Moral Sentiments, it is interesting to consider the extent to which Smith does appeal to that philosophy of justice in grounding – and limiting – the reach of entails, Smith’s defining justice in Theory of Moral Sentiments as our ‘abstain[ing] from hurting [our] neighbors’ (TMS II ii.1.10), what Fonna Forman Barzilai describes as a ‘prohibition against inflicting cruelty’ (Barzilai 2010: 24).

This is again in keeping with Smith’s empiricism, his understanding, as Fonna Forman Barzilai explains, that ‘our moral horizon fades out at the edges of physical immediacy, affective “connexion” and historical familiarity’ (Barzilai 2010: 194).

Grotius’ appeal to ‘sufficiency’ is his returning us to his criteria of a valid contract, of which he additionally includes what he calls some sufficient ‘Signs of a deliberate Mind’ (Grotius 2005: 708). It is what he refers to, for instance, when he marks as ‘void’ ‘the Promises of Madmen, Ideots, and Infants’, this idea that a ‘Will[ed]’ ‘Consent’ transfers consent, and so is ‘obliging’, but only if there are ‘sufficient’ ‘Signs of a deliberate Mind’, as in signs that ‘the Promisor should have the Use of his Reason’ (717, 708, 709). Absenting signs of ‘Deliberation’, the deliberation, for example, by which one offers to another their time and affection, the promisor’s predicament in Grotius becomes nearly the testator’s in Smith, as in an offered consent which ‘has no Power of obliging at all’ (708).

A strict reading of Smith’s criterion of fellow-feeling could find us in the awkward position where ‘want of that Consent’ finds us ‘depriv[ed]... of that Right which We hath by Nature to dispose of [our] Goods’ (Pufendorf 1749: 420 n. 2). Smith would likely resolve this problem, roughly translated into what Pufendorf calls a ‘defective will’ (424), by appeal to inalien succession; in this scenario, to borrow Lawrence M. Friedman’s language, we would, barring a last-minute (literally) sharing of time and affection, die as ‘in intestate’ as regards disposal of our ‘estate’ (Friedman 2009: 76); such would go to a lineal heir or, if impossible, ‘fall to the crown’ (LJ(A) ii.164).

Compare, for instance, with Jacques Derrida’s: ‘Afraid of dying, yes, but that is nothing next to the other terror, I know no worse: to survive my love, to survive you, those whom I love and who know it, to be the last to preserve what I wanted to pass on to you, my love. Imagine the old man who remains with his will, which has just come back to him, in his hands... the old man who remains the last to read himself, late at night’ (199). See Derrida (1987). I am quoting from Derrida’s The Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond, the former of which, in part, I originally read in Martin Hägglund’s Dying for Time: Proust, Woolf, Nabokov (Hägglund: 2012: 167). This was, of course, notwithstanding Smith’s wish that his remaining papers be ‘committed to the flames’ (Smith 1980: 327), Smith’s predicament with Hume, Smith outlining his executor, literally, and finding himself, though he would later refuse, as mentioned above, Hume’s (Corr. Letter 137 from Smith, 16 April 1773).
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Adam Smith and the social contract

John Thrasher

Adam Smith, with his friend David Hume, is one of the great critics of the social contract. In traditional histories of political and ethical philosophy, Hume and Smith are the beginning of a move away from contract theory and the early development of what would become the rival tradition of utilitarianism. Most political philosophers continue to hold this view. Despite the vintage of this historical narrative, I argue that it has led to a basic misunderstanding in Adam Smith’s account of justice. By using the techniques of contemporary contract theory, we can plausibly and profitably interpret Smith as a special kind of contractarian. In so doing, we can helpfully distinguish the notion of impartiality found in Smith from the impartiality of later utilitarians like Henry Sidgwick and contemporary theorists like Amartya Sen and Brian Barry. Indeed, Brian Barry’s distinction between justice as impartiality and justice as mutual advantage is central to the claim being made here. Ultimately, I argue that Smith is best understood as a mutual advantage theorist.

The argument for this conclusion proceeds in five parts. Section 1 distinguishes between several forms of contractarianism and argues that the traditional view of Smith as an opponent of the social contract only applies to original contractarianism and what, following F. A. Hayek’s usage, I call constructivist account of contractarianism. In sections 2 and 3, I present the key elements of Smith’s account of justice. What becomes clear is that justice neither arises from, nor is particularly sensitive to considerations of utility or impartiality. With the idea of the contract in place and an account of Smith’s understanding of justice, section 4 develops a more precise notion of Smith’s standard of mutual advantage or agreement. In section 5, I present a full account of why Smith should be considered a contractarian and what the substance of his version of contractarianism would look like. Ultimately, I argue that understanding Smith as a contractarian is more faithful to his social philosophy as a whole. Additionally, Smith’s unique version of contractarianism is superior, in many ways, to other forms of contract theory and, hence, can serve as a model for contemporary contract theorists.

1 Two kinds of contract

In ‘Of the Original Contract’, Hume argues that no government was founded contractually (Hume, 1784: 487). Furthermore, a contractual basis for government